In the presence of persistent payoff heterogeneity, the evolution of the aggregate strategy hugely depends on the underlying strategy composition under many evolutionary dynamics, while the aggregate dynamic under the standard BRD reduces to a homogenized smooth BRD, where persistent payoff heterogeneity averages to homogeneous transitory payoff shocks. In this paper, we consider deterministic evolutionary dynamics in heterogeneous population and develop the stronger concept of local stability by imposing robustness to persistent payoff heterogeneity. It is known that nonaggregability holds generically if the switching rate in a given evolutionary dynamic correlates with the payoff gain from a switch. To parameterize the payoff sensitivity of an evolutionary dynamic, we propose to use tempered best response dynamics with bounded support of switching costs.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider deterministic evolutionary dynamics in heterogeneous population and develop the stronger concept of local stability by imposing robustness to persistent payoff heterogeneity. Ely and Sandholm (2005) verify that the aggregate strategy-the (marginal) distribution of actions over the entire society-under the standard best response dynamic (standard BRD) can average to the smooth BRD where every agent receives an idiosyncratic shock in payoffs: that is, persistent payoff heterogeneity resolves to homogeneous transitory payoff shocks and the smoothed BRD is obtained as a result of homogenization. However, Zusai (2018a) finds that it is not the case for many of other evolutionary dynamics; as long as switching rates to new actions are correlated with the payoff gains from switches, a heterogeneous dynamic cannot reduce to a homogenized dynamic; there is distributional disturbance from the average homogenized dynamic. 2 So, he proposes to look directly at strategy composition-the joint distribution of types and actions; at this level, he verifies that stationarity of Nash equilibrium in general and stability in potential games can be extended to those of equilibrium compositions in the heterogeneous setting.
Here we utilize this nonaggregability to narrow down the set of stable equilibria in a binarychoice game. For this, we compare the standard BRD and the tempered BRD (Zusai, 2018b) : while the switching rate to the best response is always constant in the standard BRD, it increases with the payoff gain from the switch in the tempered BRD. Zusai (2018a) proves for potential games that the set of locally stable equilibria are the same in these two dynamics (and any "admissible" dynamics) as the set of local potential maximizers. 3 Combined it with the aggregability theorem by Ely and Sandholm (2005) , we can infer that local stability of an equilibrium composition under these dynamics can be identified from local stability of the corresponding aggregate equilibrium under the homogenized smooth BRD. In particular for the standard BRD, the aggregability tells that the social state converges to a local stable equilibrium as long as the aggregate strategy belongs to a basin of attraction under the smooth BRD, regardless of the underlying strategy composition. However, it is not the case for local stability under nonaggregable dynamics such as the tempered BRD. Even if an equilibrium composition is locally stable and the initial aggregate strategy is arbitrarily close to-or even coincides with-the corresponding aggregate equilibrium, nonaggregable dynamics may drive the social state away from this equilibrium.
Dependency of the long-run outcome under nonaggregable dynamics on the strategy composition leads to a stronger stability concept of aggregate equilibrium by imposing robustness to distributional disturbance on the aggregate dynamic. We refine local stability of aggregate equilibrium by requiring it to attract any neighbor aggregate strategy, regardless of the underlying strategy composition; we call this refined stability distributional stability. 2 The word "distributional" comes from distributional strategy, proposed by Milgrom and Weber (1985) to define rigorously the strategy composition in a Bayesian game. 3 Admissibility requires only that an agent does not switch the action if the agent's current action is a best response to the current payoff vector (best response stationarity) and that the expected change in an agent's payoff from revision is positive whenever the agent's current action is not a best response (positive correlation of strategy revision and current payoffs).
By making the switching rate more sensitive to with the payoff gain of switch, we can raise the hurdle for an aggregate equilibrium to be selected; we can eventually select one equilibrium. The tBRD is useful for this equilibrium selection; we will see that the payoff sensitivity of the dynamic can be parameterized and also the identification of the most robust equilibrium reduces to payoff comparison between a few canonical types.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we set up the model and the dynamic and review the fundamental facts about heterogeneous dynamics, which are studied in Zusai (2018a).
In Section 3, distribitional stability is defined. To characterize the basin of attraction that is robust to distributional disturbance, we introduce the concept of distributional critical masses. In Section 4, we make detailed analysis on the dynamic from a distributionally instable equilibrium.
In Section 5, we propose equilibrium selection by distributional stability. The last section makes concluding remarks and discuss the possible link with global games and stochastic evolution.
Model

Aggregate games with payoff heterogeneity
We consider a large population of agents (the society) Ω := [0, 1] ⊂ R who share the same binary action set A = {I, O}. We call those who choose I (In) participants, imagining an entry game. We define probability measure P Ω : B Ω → [0, 1] over the agent population as Lebesgue measure so P Ω (Ω) = 1. Denote by B Ω the Lebesgue σ-field over Ω. Denote by a(ω) ∈ {O, I} the action taken by agent ω ∈ Ω. We restrict action profile a : Ω → A to a B Ω -measurable function. Then,x := P Ω ({ω ∈ Ω : a(ω) = I}) ∈ [0, 1] is the aggregate mass of participants in the entire population. We call it the aggregate strategy.
We focus on a binary aggregate game with additively separable payoff heterogeneity, as follows. The payoff from action I depends only on the aggregate strategyx but it is common to all agents. So the payoff from I at aggregate strategyx ∈ [0, 1] is represented as F(x) ∈ R; let the payoff function F : [0, 1] → R be a Lipschitz continuous function. On the other hand, the payoff from action O differs among agents but it does not change with the aggregate strategy or the action profile. So the payoff from O for agent ω ∈ Ω is represented as θ(ω) ∈ R. The game exhibits positive externality if F is an increasing function.
We call θ(ω) the type of agent ω. Agents' type profile θ : Ω → R is assumed to be measurable with respect to B Ω . Then, it induces probability measure P Θ : B Θ → [0, 1] by P Θ (B Θ ) := P Ω (θ −1 (B Θ )) for each B Θ ∈ B Θ . Denote by Θ ⊂ R the support of P Θ ; we call it the type space. For this paper, we assume that P Θ is a continuous distribution over Θ. Let P Θ be the cumulative distribution function of P Θ : i.e., P Θ (θ) = P Θ ((−∞, θ]). Let P Θ be the cumulative distribution function, i.e., P Θ (θ) = P Θ ((−∞,θ]).
In contrast to the aggregate strategy, we define a Bayesian strategy x : Θ → [0, 1] to represent the participation rate of each type θ ∈ Θ. To define it rigorously, we first define strategy composition X : B Θ → [0, 1] as the distribution of participants over different types such that the marginal distribution of types coincides with P Θ . Then, Bayesian strategy x : Θ → [0, 1] is defined as its Radon-Nikodym density such as X(B Θ ) = B Θ xdP Θ for each B Θ ∈ B Θ . The aggregate strategy is expressed in terms of the Bayesian strategy as 4
Denote by F X the set of Bayesian strategies. 5 Similarly, let X be the set of strategy compositions. Due to one-to-one correspondence between X and x, they can be seen as equivalent. We look at Bayesian strategies for simplicity in expositions and appealing to intuition. Each agent's best response is determined from the aggregate strategy and its type: given the aggregate strategyx ∈ [0, 1], a type-θ agent should take I if F(x) > θ and O if F(x) < θ. The two actions I and O are indifferent for an agent with type θ = F(x); we call such a type the indifferent type givenx. Thanks to the assumption of a continuous type distribution, we can uniquely determine the Bayesian strategy and the aggregate strategy at the best response despite indeterminacy of the best response actions for agents of the indifferent type: when all the agents take the best responses, the Bayesian best response and the aggregate best response should be 6
In a Nash equilibrium, (almost) every agent correctly predicts the strategy composition and takes the best response to it. Correspondingly, Bayesian strategy x ∈ F X is in Bayesian equilib-
Similarly, we define an aggregate equilibrium as an aggregate strategyx that satisfies
Notice that aggregate equilibrium does not imply that the underlying Bayesian strategy is a Bayesian equilibrium. Bayesian equilibrium needs complete sorting of agents by types, while only the total mass of participants matters to aggregate equilibrium.
Construction of heterogeneous evolutionary dynamics
In an evolutionary dynamic, an agent occasionally receives an opportunity to revise an action.
The revision opportunity follows a Poison process, and here we assume that the arrival rate is one.
While different evolutionary dynamics can be defined by different revision protocols that specify 4 Here E Θ is the expectation operator on the probability space (Θ, B Θ , P Θ ), while E Ω is that on (Ω, B Ω , P Ω ): i.e.,
5 Two Bayesian strategies x, x ∈ F X are considered as identical, i.e., x = x if x(θ) = x (θ) for P Θ -almost all θ ∈ Θ. They indeed yield the same strategy composition.
6 Given condition C(θ) on type θ, the indicator function 1(S(·)) : Θ → {0, 1} returns the truth value of statement C(θ): 1(C(θ)) = 1 if C(θ) is true, and 1(C(θ)) = 0 if not. So, E Θ [1(C(θ))x a,0 (θ)] is the mass of action-a players whose types satisfy condition C. which action to switch upon the receipt of a revision opportunity, we normally assume that an agent switches only to a better action. In a binary-choice game, "better" must be the "best." Thus, it is not restrictive to limit our attention to the following class of dynamics:
Definition 1 (Exact optimization dynamics). Given payoff vector π ∈ R 2 , an agent who receives a revision opportunity switches from current action i ∈ A to another action j = i with probability (switching rate)
Here, the conditional switching rate function Q ij : R A → R + is assumed to be a Lipschitz continuous function.
Then, the population dynamic is constructed aṡ
The canonical example of exact optimization dynamics is the (standard) BRD, formally defined in Gilboa and Matsui (1991) and Hofbauer (1995) .
Definition 2 (Standard best response dynamic; Gilboa and Matsui (1991); Hofbauer (1995) ). The standard best response dynamic is defined as an exact optimization dynamic with Q ij ≡ 1.
That is, upon the receipt of a revision opportunity, an agent switches to the best response to the current state with sure. With constant arrival rate 1 of a revision opportunity, it implies that agents switch to the best response at constant switching rate 1. Under the standard BRD in a heterogeneous setting, Bayesian strategy changes towards the Bayesian best response (given the current aggregate strategy) from the current Bayesian strategy at a constant speed 1.
Ely and Sandholm (2005) rigorously verify that the aggregate strategyx = E Θ x under the heterogeneous standard BRD follows the homogeneized smooth BRD such thaṫx
in which the idiosyncratic payoff heterogeneity is only transient (independently drawn from the same P at each revision opportunity ) and the agent then switches to the ex-post optimal strategy with a constant rate. In particular, if the type distribution P Θ is a double exponential distribution, then the homogenized smooth BRD is a logit dynamic. The core implication of this homogenization is that, under the standard BRD, a strategy composition does not affect the dynamic of aggregate strategy. For example, as long asx is an aggregate equilibrium, thenx must stay there even if x is not a Bayesian equilibrium and thus agents are still switching actions.
In the presence of payoff heterogeneity, a constant switching rate sounds strong, since we can expect an agent who will gain a greater payoff improvement from a switch to be more likely to switch the action. This leads us to the tempered BRD (tBRD), proposed by Zusai (2018b):
Definition 3 (Tempered best response dynamic; Zusai (2018b)). A tempered best response dynamic is defined as an exact optimization dynamic with Q ij (π) = Q(π j − π i ). For a tempering function Q : R → [0, 1], assume that Q(q) = 0 for any q ≤ 0, Q (q) > 0 for any q ∈ (0,q) with someq ∈R + := R + ∪ {+∞} and Q (q) = 0 for any q ∈ [q, +∞).
Here, π j − π i is the payoff improvement from switching action from i to j. If j is a best response, it is just equal to the payoff deficit of the current action i, i.e., max j∈A π j − π i . In the tBRD, the switching rate of an agent increases with the agent's payoff deficit. Thus, payoff heterogeneity causes difference in switching rates over different types of agents through this payoff-dependent tempering function Q.
Note that the tempered BRD can be constructed by introducing a stochastic cost to the best response dynamic: a revising agent needs to pay switching cost q to switch to a best response and thus does not switch if q exceeds the payoff gain from the switch, i.e., the payoff deficit of the current action. Then, Q is the cumulative distribution function of stochastic switching costs and
While we allow asymmetry of the conditional switching rate functions between Q IO and Q OI , we often require an exact optimization dynamic to be monotonic in the following sense: Q ij does not decrease whenever payoff deficit π j − π i increases and that Q ij (π) > 0 whenever π j > π i . With the above assumption on Q, the tempered BRD satisfies this monotonicity.
Generic nonaggregability of heterogeneous evolutionary dynamics
That is, evolution of the aggregate strategyx t can be identified from its current state aloneregardless of the underlying strategy composition-and thus it has its own autonomous dynamiċx
Aggregability substantially reduces complexity of a heterogeneous dynamic. First, the domain of the aggregate dynamic is just the aggregate strategy space and thus has the finite dimension only of A − 1, while that of the heterogeneous dynamic is the space of strategy composition, i.e., a space of joint measures over A and Θ. Second, the aggregate dynamic indeed allows us to averages off heterogeneity as long as our interest in evolution of the aggregate strategy. Without aggregability, transition of the aggregate strategy depends on the current strategy composition, not only the current aggregate strategy itself. Ely and Sandholm (2005) prove that the standard BRD is aggregable. However, Zusai (2018a) find that an evolutionary dynamic is not aggregable if difference in the payoff vector among differ-ent types causes difference in their switching rates. This is the case for most of major evolutionary dynamics-such as tempered BRDs, the replicator dynamic, payoff comparison dynamics, since these dynamics have the switching rate continuously changing with the payoff improvement from a switch. The example suggests that this difference may even lead the aggregate strategy from an aggregate equilibrium to another. Below, we quote the generic nonaggregability theorem in Zusai (2018a), applied to our setting.
Theorem 1 (Generic nonaggregability; Zusai (2018a)). Consider a heterogeneous exact optimization dynamic in a binary-chocie aggregate game with more than one payoff types in Θ. The dynamic is not aggregable andẋ is not wholly determined fromx alone, unlessx is a corner point either at 0 or 1 or the
Stationarity and stability of equilibrium composition
The existence of a unique solution path is proven in Zusai (2018a) for a wide class of evolutionary dynamics in a general aggregate game-including exact optimization dynamics in binary-action aggregate games. The regularity assumptions in Zusai (2018a) reduce to the following two assumptions. He also proves that stationarity of a Nash equilibrium in general under a homogeneous setting is extended to that of a Bayesian equilibrium under a heterogeneous setting. Furthermore, it is proven for a potential game that local asymptotic stability of each individual (isolated) Bayesian equilibrium under "admissible" heterogeneous dynamics is identified from local asymptotic stability of the corresponding aggregate equilibrium under a homogenized BRD. 8 Since a binarychoice action game is a potential game and exact optimization dynamics are admissible, we obtain the following result:
Assumption 1 (Bounded switching rates
Theorem 2 (Stationarity and stability of Bayesian equilibrium; Zusai (2018a)). Consider an exact optimization dynamic in a binary-choice game F with the type distribution P Θ . Letx * = E Θ x * .
i) x * is a stationary state under the exact optimization dynamic if and only if x * is a Bayesian equilibrium.
ii) The set of Nash equilibria is globally asymptotically stable.
iii) x * is locally asymptotically stable under the exact optimization dynamic if and only ifx * is locally asymptotically stable under the homogenized BRD.
7 For this, the domain of F must be extended to the open interval. 8 Behind this theorem is the equivalence between a local maximum of the potential function and a local asymptotic stability under admissible dynamics. But we do not use the potential function explicitly for our analysis of a binary game. So we leave it behind Theorem 2.
Distributional stability and robust critical mass
Theorem 2 suggests that nonaggregability might not alter the set of asymptotically stable equilibria from the one under aggregable dynamics, for example under the standard BRD. Actually, combined with the results of Ely and Sandholm (2005) , we can infer that they can be identified just by finding all the asymptotically stable aggregate equilibria under the homogeneized BRD.
However, when tracking a dynamic of the aggregate strategy from a given initial state, this does not imply that the long-run outcome from this particular initial state converges to the same stable aggregate equilibrium x * in nonaggregateble dynamics as in the homogeneized BRD. Since the notion of asymptotic stability is defined on the space of strategy composition, a basin of attraction to x * can be any neighborhood of x * and thus can require any correlation between participation rates of different types in the initial strategy composition. Suppose that the aggregate strategy is close enough tox * = E Θ x * so it belongs to the basin of attraction tox * under the homogenized smooth BRD. However, if the strategy composition is largely distorted from the equilibrium composition x * , the strategy composition may not converge to x * and thus the aggregate strategy may not converge tox * ; see Example 1. This observation leads to define a stronger concept of local stability.
Definition 4 (Distributional stability). Aggregate equilibriumx * is distributionally stable, if E Θ x t converges tox * whenever the initial aggregate strategy E Θ x 0 is sufficiently close tox * , regardless of the underlying strategy composition x 0 .
Note that distributional stability of an aggregate equilibrium generally implies local asymptotic stability of the underlying Bayesian equilibrium; they are equivalent if the dynamic is aggregable or if the Bayesian equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable. Otherwise, distributional stability may be stronger than local stability as shown in the following example. Distributional stability of an aggregate equilibrium requires the basin of attraction to the underlying Bayesian equilibrium to include all Bayesian strategies whose aggregate strategies are sufficiently close to the aggregate equilibrium, while local stability of a Bayesian equilibrium allows the basin to exclude unsorted Bayesian strategies that locate far from this Bayesian equilibrium in the space of strategy compositions. There are three aggregate equilibria:x = 0, 0.2, 0.25, as found from Figure 1a . Under the homogenized smooth BRDẋ = P Θ (F(x)) −x,x = 0.2 is the only unstable equilibria and thus the boundary between the basin of attraction tox = 0 and that tox = 0.25.
Let the initial Bayesian strategy x be x(θ) = 1 if θ > 33/16 and x(θ) = 0 for other types. This reversely sorted Bayesian strategy yields aggregate equilibriumx = 0.25. Starting from this Bayesian strategy, the aggregate strategy stays at the stable aggregate equilibriumx = 0.25 under Under the heterogeneous tBRD, the aggregate mass of action-I playersx t leavesx = 0.25, reaches the robust critical massx = 0.10 in a finite time and then stays smaller than this critical mass thereafter. It never returns tox = 0.25. Therefore,x = 0.25 is not distributionally stable under the tBRD, while so under the standard BRD.
The logical relationship between distributional stability and local stability suggests to use nonaggregable dynamics to select "robust" equilibria by distributional stability while using the homogenized smooth BRD as the benchmark dynamic at the very first step to narrow down the candidates of robust equilibria.
Distributional critical mass
While evolution of the aggregate strategy generally depends on the underlying strategy composition, there is a possibility that the direction of the aggregate evolution may be unaffected by distributional fluctuation by nonaggregable dynamics at a given aggregate strategy. In the context of entry games, we might expect such a sure movement once the aggregate mass of participants exceed a "critical mass." Below we define the notion of distributional critical masses.
Definition 5 (Distributional critical mass).x † is a distributional critical mass to decrease (resp.,
< 0 whenever the current aggregate strategy E Θ x coincides withx † regardless of the underlying Bayesian strategy x.
In a binary-choice game, distributional stability can be characterized by distributional critical masses.
Observation 1 (Distributional stability and distributional critical masses). Letx ‡ ∈ [0, 1) be a distributional critical mass to increasex andx † ∈ (0, 1] be a distributional critical mass to decreasex. If x ‡ <x † and there exists only one aggregate equilibriumx * ∈ (x ‡ ,x † ), thenx * is distributionally stable.
The range [x ‡ ,x † ] is bound by two distributional critical masses, each of which drives the aggregate strategy toward the inside of this range. Once the aggregate strategy falls into this range, it can no longer escape from this range while the aggregate strategy must converge to some equilibrium according to Theorem 2. Sincex * is assumed to be the only one aggregate equilibrium in this range, it must converge to this aggregate equilibrium regardless of the underlying strategy composition. Thus,x * is distributionally stable and the pair of the two critical massesx ‡ andx † forms a distributional basin of attraction [x ‡ ,x † ] to the aggregate equilibrium.
How to find a distributional critical mass?
x † is a distributional critical mass to decreasex, if it satisfies two (jointly sufficient) conditions: a) E Θẋ (θ) < 0 at the perfectly sorted composition such that
b) This perfectly sorted composition yields the greatest net increase dx/dt of action-I players among all strategy compositions such that E Θ x =x † Note that the aggregate strategy in the above perfectly sorted composition is
This idea leads to the next theorem.
Theorem 3 (Sufficient condition for a distributional critical mass). Consider a monotone exact optimization dynamic in a binary aggregate game with positive externality. Assume Assumptions 1 and 2. i) Letx † ∈ (0, 1] be an aggregate strategy such that a) P −1
Then,x † is a distributional critical mass to decreasex.
ii) Letx ‡ ∈ [0, 1) be an aggregate strategy such that a) P −1
Then,x † is a distributional critical mass to increasex.
Notice that an agent is better off to take O if its type θ, i.e., the outside option from action O is greater than F(x † ) and to take I if it is smaller. On the other hand, if the strategy composition is perfectly sorted in the sense that there is a certain cut-off type above which types (outside options)
θ of agents take O and below which take I, then type θ
is the cut-off type when the aggregate mass of I players isx † . In part i), the first condition P −1
implies that dx/dt < 0 when the strategy composition is perfectly sorted, since action O is better than action I for the cut-off type. While Condition (3) guarantees that the perfectly sorted composition yields the greatest net increase dx/dt of I-players among all strategy compositions that have the aggregate mass of I players equal tox † . This condition requires that the switching rate of the cut-off type is greater than the switching rate of any type who switches to I when the payoff of action I is F(x † ). Any unsorted composition has a positive mass of action-I players whose types are above the cut-off type and also a positive mass of action-O players whose types are below the cut-off type: see Figure 2b . If (3) is satisfied, the former group of agents switches from I to O at greater switching rates than the latter group switches from O to I. Thus, the deviation from perfect sorting lowers dx/dt further from dx/dt < 0 at the perfectly sorted composition.
The first condition a) P −1
is indeed a sufficient condition for dx/dt < 0 under the homogenized smooth BRD. Because a distributional critical mass requires the additional condition b), robustness to the underlying strategy composition in nonaggregable dynamics requires a stronger condition for dx/dt < 0 than in the aggregable dynamic.
Note that condition (3) is not imposed in the following two cases. First, if the aggregate strategy is at a corner, i.e.,x † is exactly 0 or 1, then the perfectly sorted composition is the only composition to have the designated aggregate strategy and thus the additional condition (3) is trivially not needed. Second, if the type distribution P Θ assigns (almost) no agent to types which would switch actions oppositely to the cut-off type, then (almost) all agents have the same best response 
is the cut-off type. In each figure, the bold solid lines show the initial Bayesian strategy x. Arrows show the transition of Bayesian strategyẋ at each type. The bold dashed line shows x BR , the Bayesian strategy in which every agent takes the best response for its own type tox † .
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Figure 3: Condition (3) to find the robust critical mass as the cut-off type; the direction of change in the aggregate strategy is trivially determined by looking at the best response of the cut-off type and thus by comparing
Example 2 (Distributional critical mass in Example 1.). Revisit the tBRD with Q(π) =π 3 in Example 1. Figure 3 shows the graphs of the LHS and the RHS of (3), as the support of θ is [0, 3] and thus the supremum in the RHS is achieved at θ = 0. From this figure, we can see that aggregate strategyx = 0.10 satisfies condition (3) for a distributional critical mass to decreasex. Thusx = 0 is distributionally stable, with a distributional basin of attraction [0, 0.10].
A few caveats
First, even if there is only one distributionally stable aggregate equilibrium and the set of aggregate equilibria is globally asymptotically stable, it does not imply that this aggregate equilibrium is globally stable; this is unlike the relationship between a unique local stable state and global stability. In the last example, the Bayesian equilibrium x * that underliesx * = 0.25 is locally stable; thus, if the initial Bayesian strategy is sufficiently close to x * , then it converges to x * . Hence, the corresponding aggregate strategy converges tox * as well, not to the unique distributionally stable aggregate equilibrium.
Second, even if a pair of distributional critical masses forms a basin of attraction to a distributionally stable equilibriumx * and the dynamic starts from this basin,x may not monotonically converge tox * . The conditions (3) and (4) may not be satisfied near an aggregate equilibrium and thus the direction of change in the aggregate strategy may become dependent on the underlying strategy composition when it travels far from distributional critical masses and comes close to the aggregate equilibrium. For Example 1, check from Figure 6 that distributional critical masses do not exist near aggregate equilibrium x = 0.25 since the payoff deficit |F(x) − P −1 Θ (x)| of the cut-off type becomes small there, unlessπ is exactly zero.
Actually, the following theorem shows that fluctuation of the aggregate strategy persists when the Bayesian strategy comes close to a Bayesian equilibrium.
Theorem 4 (Fluctuation around aggregate equilibrium). Consider a tBRD in a (reduced) binary game.
Suppose that P Θ is a continuous distribution with density
Consider a Bayesian strategy x * ; let X * = x * dP Θ be the corresponding strategy composition. Suppose that x * satisfies either one of the following two conditions. Then, for any small distance from x * , there is a direction of change from x * that results in further deviation of the aggregate strategy from x * := E Θ x * : for anyε > 0, there is a Bayesian strategy x † with strategy composition
1. x * is not a Bayesian equilibrium but its aggregatex * is an aggregate equilibrium; besides, x * satisfies the balancing condition (7). Further,
2. x * is a Bayesian equilibrium, with F(x * ) belonging to the interior of Θ O .
In the aggregate BRD, stability of an aggregate equilibrium is characterized by dF/dx and dP −1
Θ /dx > 0 at an aggregate equilibrium, this aggregate equilibrium is unstable (Sandholm, 2007, Theorem 4.1) . This holds in the aggregation of the tempered BRD as well, according to part 1 of the above theorem.
Somewhat surprisingly, an aggregate strategy generally oscillates according to the second part, however close the underlying Bayesian strategy is to a Bayesian equilibrium and whatever dF/dx is; in any neighborhood of a Bayesian equilibrium x * , we can find a Bayesian strategy at which the aggregate strategy move away temporarily fromx * = E Θ x * . However, this theorem does not mean instability of Bayesian equilibrium. Even when the Bayesian strategy converges to a Bayesian equilibrium, aggregate strategy may fluctuate due to sorting of an unbalanced strategy composition. 9 Thanks to Lipschitz continuity of v F , a Bayesian strategy x that is sufficiently close to x † also satisfies these properties:
Distributional instability 4.1 Switching rate distribution as a summary measure
Nonaggregability implies that the underlying strategy composition matters for evolution of the aggregate strategy. In a binary-choice game, the former has as a high dimension as the type space while the latter reduces to a single dimension. As we are interested in this lower dimensional dynamic of the aggregate strategy, it is natural to search for a "summary statistics" that captures crucial factors of the strategy composition well enough to identify the dynamic of the aggregate strategy. The generic nonaggregability theorem (Theorem 1) suggests that switching rates of different types of agents are crucial for nonaggregability. Developing this idea, we focus on the distribution of switching rates over heterogeneous agents; we will find that it fully pins down the dynamic of the aggregate strategies. The switching rate distribution also provides simple sufficient conditions for both the medium-run and long-run escape from an aggregate equilibrium and thus help us to see what happens if an aggregate equilibrium is not distributionally stable.
Since Theorems 5 and 6 below hold for aggregate games with arbitrarily finitely many actions, let us introduce the notation for the general aggregate game. Denote the finite action set by A = {1, . . . , A}, the type space by Θ, and the payoff for type θ from action a ∈ A given aggregate strategyx ∈ ∆ A := {x ∈ R A | ∑ a∈Axa = 1} by F a [x](θ). In the binary aggregate game,
For each action a ∈ A, we look into the mass of agents who take the action a when the aggregate strategy arrives exactly at aggregate equilibriumx * , say time 0. Let a 0 : Ω → A be the action profile at this moment of time. Let β −1 b (x * ) be the set of types for which action b is the unique best response given the aggregate statex * : in our binary aggregate game, β −1 O = (F(x * ), +∞) and β −1 I = (−∞, F(x * )). We identify the agents for who currently take action a but have the unique best response tox * other than a:
Call this set of agents Ω O a,0 the source of outflows from a, as those agents will leave the mass of action-a players sooner or later, as long as the aggregate strategy remains atx * and the payoff vector does not change. Similarly, we identify agents for who have action a as the unique best response tox * but are not taking it at time 0:
a (x * ) and a 0 (ω) = i}.
Call this Ω I a,0 the source of inflows to a. Aggregate equilibrium implies that the aggregate masses of the source of outflows and of the source of inflows are equal to each other:
for each a ∈ A.
The next theorem suggests that, unless switching rate Q ·· is constant to payoff, stationarity of aggregate equilibrium requires more than the balance in these aggregate masses. To precisely state the stationarity condition, we define the distributions of switching rates Q ·· (F(x * ), θ) in the source of inflowsQ I a,0 and in the source of outflowsQ O a,0 as follows:
for each q ∈R := R ∪ {−∞, +∞}. For example, inQ I a,0 (q), we first restrict attention to the types who have a as the unique best response and count the mass of these types of agents who are taking other actions i ∈ A \ {a} as long as their switching rates from current action i to the best response a do not exceed q. By changing q and then collectingQ I a,0 (q) over all q ∈R, we can construct the cumulative distribution function of the switching rates Q ·· (F(x * ), θ) in the source of inflows, i.e., Q I a,0 :R → R + . Similarly, we construct the c.d.f. of the switching rates in the source of outflows, 
4.2 Non-stationarity of aggregate equilibrium and short-run escape from an aggregate equilibrium
The switching rate distributions in the sources of inflows and outflows provide a simple and intuitive condition for stationarity of an aggregate equilibrium; further, when the aggregate strategy leaves an aggregate equilibrium, this notion further tells whether the aggregate strategy returns to this aggregate equilibrium in a finite time.
First of all, (6) tells thatẋ a,0 = 0 if the switching rate distribution in the sources of inflows coincides that in the sources of outflows, i.e.,Q O a,0 ≡Q O a,0 . The next theorem indeed confirms that coincidence of these distributions of switching rates is not only sufficient but necessary for stationarity of the aggregate strategy. The condition for aggregate equilibrium can be rephrased
We can see immediately by comparing this equation with the identity (7) that an aggregate equilibrium is not guaranteed to be stationary. 
In the standard BRD, the condition reduces to the aggregate equilibrium condition, as was verified by Ely and Sandholm (2005) . If the tempering function Q of a tBRD is strictly increasing over all R + , it reduces to the coincidence between the distributions of payoff deficits in the source of inflows and in the source of outflows, defined by
Notice that this balancing condition for the tBRD is irrelevant of specification of the tempering function Q, except the assumption of strict increasing. Corollary 1. Assume the assumptions in Theorem 6.
1. In the standard BRD, (7) reduces to P Ω (Ω I a,0 ) = P Ω (Ω O a,0 ) for each a ∈ A. So, once aggregate strategy reaches any aggregate equilibrium, it never leaves the aggregate equilibrium whatever the underlying Bayesian strategy is.
2. In a tBRD with tempering function Q strictly increasing over all R + , (7) reduces toΠ I a,0 ≡Π O a,0 for each a ∈ A. 10 Technically, the key idea behind Theorem 6 is that the aggregate inflow and outflow of each action's players at each time t ∈ [0, ∆T] can be seen as the moment generating functions of the switching rates distributions in the sources of outflows and of inflows. We can roughly say that, at each level of the switching rate and in each of the aggregate inflow and outflow, the proportion of the agents whose switching rates match with this level in the aggregate flow changes over time. If the switching rate is high, these agents switch the action early; in the aggregate flow, such agents are more dominant early but become extinct later. The change of the aggregate flow over time reflects these changes of these proportions of different types in the aggregate flow; mathematically, the aggregate flow as a function of time can be interpreted as the moment generating function of the switching rate distribution in the source of this aggregate flow. Even if we look only at a short time interval, it generates enough variation to identify the distribution.
Imagine an economist who is interested in the strategy composition over heterogeneous agents, though the economist can observe only the aggregate strategy. Theorem 6 suggests that, if the aggregate strategy does not show fluctuation any more, the composition indeed is balanced though it may not be completely sorted. If the aggregate strategy oscillates, the oscillation implies that the adjustment of the underlying composition is still under way toward a Bayesian equilibrium. 10 For a binary aggregate game, the conditionΠ I I,0 ≡Π O I,0 is equivalent toΠ I O,0 ≡Π O O,0 and they reduce to
x I,0 (θ)dP Θ (θ) for allπ; denoting the density function of P Θ by p Θ , this further
Stochastic dominance and escape from aggregate equilibrium
What happens if the detailed balancing condition (7) does not hold when the aggregate strategy arrives at an aggregate equilibrium? We can still predict the transition of the aggregate strategẏx 0 just at this moment of time using equation (6). If the aggregate switching rate in the source of inflows to action-a players exceeds that in the source of outflows, then the aggregate mass of action-a players should increase at least at this moment of time. If F a (x) increases withx a due to positive externality, then this deviation from the aggregate strategy is reinforced; however, it is possible that this will be reversed later by agents with smaller switching rates if the source of inflows have a smaller mass of such agents than the source of outflows; these agents will become more dominant in the transition of the aggregate strategy as time passes.
Stochastic ordering between the switching rate distributions in the source of inflows and in the source of outflows prohibits such reverse, whichever dominates the other. In the next theorem, we confirm this intuition and verify permanent deviation from an aggregate equilibrium (in any long but finite range of time) by focusing on a binary game. Although it does not negate the possibility of returning to the initial aggregate equilibrium in the limit state, the theorem tells that it is only asymptotic.
Theorem 7 (Escape from aggregate equilibrium with no return in a finite time). Consider a motonone exact optimization dynamic in a (reduced) binary game with positive externality. Assume Assumptions 1 and 2.
Let the aggregate strategy be exactly at an aggregate equilibriumx * ∈ ∆ A at time 0, i.e.,x 0 =x * . Suppose that the switching rate distribution in the source of outflows of action-I playersQ O I,0 dominates [is dominated by, resp.] that in the source of inflows of action-I playersQ I I,0 at time 0 in the sense of second-order stochastic domination. Thenx t is always smaller [greater, resp.] thanx * at any t ∈ (0, ∞). 11
Long-run escape from "stable" aggregate equilibrium
IfQ O I,0 stochastically dominatesQ I I,0 , then the aggregate strategy escapes fromx 0 =x * and indeed stays lower than it. In the next corollary, condition (9) assures that such an escaping path of the aggregate strategyx reaches the distributional critical massx † in a finite time and thus it never returns tox * even asymptotically. I,0 (q)dq for anyq ∈ R with strict inequality over some interval. This is weaker than first-order stochastic dominance, i.e., Q O I,0 (q) ≥Q I I,0 (q) for anyq ∈ R with strict inequality over some interval. If there exists t ∈ R + such that
then the aggregate mass of action-I playersx first gets smaller thanx * , reaches the distributional critical massx † in a finite time, and stays smaller thanx † forever since then.
Givenx t <x 0 =x * , positive externality implies that the incentive to switch to I becomes smaller at time t than at time 0, while the incentive to switch to O becomes greater. Thus, the switching rates for those who switch to I at time t should be smaller than the rates at time 0, which are collected inQ I I,0 ; the switching rates become greater than at time 0 for those who switch to O. In (8),x t represents the aggregate strategy at time t in a hypothetical situation where every agent's switching rate was unchanged from time 0. It gives an upper bound on the actual aggregate strategyx t , because these changes in the switching rates induce more switches to O and less switches to I in the actual transition ofx t than in this hypothetical transition ofx t . Thus, if even this upper boundx t hits the distributional critical mass, so does the actual aggregate strategyx t .
According to Theorem 7, second-order stochastic domination ofQ O I,0 overQ I I,0 is sufficient to meet the first conditionx τ <x * for all τ ∈ (0, +∞), though not necessary to meet it for a finite interval of time (0, t] as in (9). However, here the additional conditionx t <x † requires the escapē x * −x t from the initial aggregate equilibrium is large enough to hit the distributional critical mass.
Example 3 (Condition for long-run escape in Example 1). The Bayesian strategy x 0 (θ) = 1{θ > 33/16} satisfies condition (9) for the heterogeneous tBRD, as confirmed below, and thus the tBRD from this Bayesian strategy arrives the distributional critical massx † = 0.10 in a finite time and never returns tox * = E Θ x 0 = 0.25
Under Bayesian strategy x(θ) = 1(θ > 33/16), the aggregate strategy isx = 1/4 and thus F(x) = P 3/2 dπ √ 9/16 +π dτ. Figure 4 shows the graph of this upper bound onx t , denoted byx t . From this graph, we can see thatx t goes lower thanx † = 0.1 when t is around 0.5 (and greater); so doesx t , possibly earlier.
Therefore, condition (9) is satisfied at this t.
One might wonder a more direct condition for the long-run escape. Below we focus on a binary ASAG with two interior aggregate equilibria. We set the initial strategy composition to a reversed strategy composition in which those who have greater values of θ O are initially chosing I, while setting its aggregate strategy to the interior stable aggregate equilibriumx * under the homogenized smooth BRD. In this extreme case, we find that, if the switching rate function is sensitive enough to payoff gains, then the aggregate strategy escapes fromx * and converges to a corner equilibriumx = 0. Specifically, consider a binary ASAG such as
, where 0 <x † I <x * I < 1. Assume strict increasingness of F 0 I (positive externality of action I) and continuous type distribution of θ O , i.e., continuity of c.d.f. P Θ , as well as Lipschitz continuity of
I . Under the homogenized smooth BRD,x I = 0 andx I =x * I are stable aggregate equilibria and x I =x † I is an unstable one. Further, we assume that there is a lower bound θ O on the type space Θ O ⊂ R. We call this game a binary coordination ASAG.
The initial Bayesian strategy x 0 is set as ). Yet, the aggregate strategy in this strategy composition coincides with aggregate equilibrium x * I . Thus, the aggregate strategy must stay there under the homogenized smooth BRD; since it is also a stable equilibrium, it cannot leave this aggregate equilibrium even if there is so a small perturbation that moves the aggregate strategyx I abovex † I . Since the heterogeneous standard BRD aggregates to the homogeneous smooth BRD, the underlying strategy composition converges to the corresponding Bayesian equilibrium x * such that x * I (θ O ) = 1 for any θ O < θ * O and 0 for any
O . However, the next theorem suggests that, under a nonaggregable dynamic, the aggregate strategy may escape from the "stable" aggregate equilibriumx * I and it may even converge to another aggregate equilibriumx I = 0. This depends on the difference in switching rates between those who switch from I to O and those who switch from O to I. The next theorem presents a rough sufficient condition that allows us to predict the escape just by comparing the switching rate of the threshold typeθ 0 O and that of the lowest type θ O = θ O at time 0.
Corollary 2 (Escape from a "stable" aggregate equilibrium in a binary coordination ASAG). Consider a monotonic exact optimization dynamic in a binary coordination ASAG, starting from the reversed composition x 0 at time 0. Assumeθ
Then, the following holds.
i)x decreases fromx * at least temporarily: dx/dt < 0 at time 0.
ii) Letx ‡ be an aggregate strategy such that
12 This reversed composition is obviously the most extreme case that is farthest from the equilibrium composition. However, the Lipschitz continuity of v F in ?? implies robustness of our claims in Corollary 2. Although it does not directly guarantee the robustness of a long-run outcome, it implies that the aggregate strategy reaches the robust critical massx ‡ I in a finite time as long as the initial strategy composition is sufficiently close to x 0 . Since then, it converges tō
If the ratio of the initial switching rates r satisfies
then the solution trajectory from the reversed composition x 0 converges tox = 0.
These conditions are satisfied in our canonical example, Example 1. Condition (10) implies thatx ‡ I is a robust critical mass to decreasex I . Note that, under a tempered BRD, the condition (10) forx ‡ I reduces to
and the existence of suchx ‡ I is guaranteed by θ O > F 0 I (0). The above inequality (11) guarantees that there exists a finite moment of time t to satisfy condition (9). Note that 1 − (1 − r)r r/(1−r) is an increasing function of r, converging to 0 as r → 0 and to 1 as r → 1. Therefore, condition (11) is satisfied if r is sufficiently small, namely, if the switching rate is so elastic to payoff difference and thus the difference in switching rates between different types is large enough.
One might think that the escaping dynamic from the "stable" aggregate equilibriumx * I would be an overshooting due to payoff perturbation or fluctuation in the initial aggregate strategy; but it is not. The word "over" would infer so strong driving force toward an equilibrium that cannot be ceased even when the state reaches the equilibrium. However, as shown analytically in the proof of the above theorem and illustrated numerically in the next example, the aggregate strategy starts exactly fromx ‡ I , moves away from it since the very initial period, and then monotonically converges to another aggregate equilibriumx I = 0. In short, the cause of non-aggregability in the long-run outcome lies in the distortion of the direction of the aggregate transition, not the strength of the transition.
Distributional disturbance may push the aggregate strategy out from an aggregate equilibrium that was stable under an aggregable dynamic and it may not return forever, as stated in Corollary 8. Theorem 8 does not tell where the aggregate strategy eventually goes after escaping from an aggregate equilibrium. But, as a binary game is indeed a potential game, Theorem 6 assures that it must converge to either one equilibrium. Thus, if there is only one stable aggregate equilibrium whosex is smaller than that of the initial aggregate strategy, the escaping dynamic must converge to this equilibrium. This is summarized in Corollary 3.
Corollary 3 (Transition from an aggregate equilibrium to another). Consider the same situation as in Corollary 8. Suppose that the distributional critical massx † to decreasex lies between two isolated aggregate equilibriax * andx <x * ,x is locally stable in the homogenized smooth BRD, and there is no other stable aggregate equilibrium in which the aggregate mass of action-I players is smaller thanx * . Then, ifQ O I,0 andQ I I,0 satisfy condition (9), then aggregate strategyx eventually converges tox after leavingx * . Example 4 (Long-run outcome after escape fromx = 0.25 in Example 1). In Example 1, the sorting pressure in the underlying Bayesian strategy drives out the aggregate strategy from aggregate equilibriumx = 0.25; thus we could say that this aggregate equilibrium is not stable under the aggregate dynamic in the heterogeneous tBRD, though it is stable under the homogenized smooth BRD and thus under the heterogeneous standard BRD. Figure 1d suggests that the aggregate strategy moves towardx = 0, though the simulation result on this figure can show the aggregate transition only for a finite length of period. But Corollary 3 assures convergence tox = 0 in the long run.
Furthermore, ifx 0 in the initial aggregate strategy does not exceedx † = 0.10, then the aggregate dynamic ofx t never goes beyond this critical mass under the tBRD. As the equilibrium set is globally attracting, this aggregate dynamic must converge tox = 0. Thus, we could say thatx = 0 is stable even under the aggregate dynamic in the heterogeneous tBRD with the basin of attraction x ∈ [0, 0.10], regardless of the underlying strategy composition.
Equilibrium selection by distributional stability
In sum, nonaggregability breaks stationarity of aggregate equilibrium and distorts its stability. On the other hand, Bayesian equilibrium possesses stationarity and stability. Especially, in a potential game, the Bayesian strategy is guaranteed to converge to either one Bayesian equilibrium even in nonaggregable dynamics. Correspondingly, the aggregate strategy converges to either one aggregate equilibrium despite of nonaggregable disturbance, though it can be different from the limit state in an aggregable dynamic.
Theorem 2 extends local stability of each (isolated) equilibrium to nonaggregable dynamics.
However, it depends on the underlying strategy composition, not only the aggregate strategy, which local stable equilibrium to converge. According to Theorem 8, if the strategy composition is largely unsorted, the aggregate strategy may escape even from an aggregate equilibrium that is stable under the homogenized BRD. These positive and negative results on local stability suggest that we can select aggregate equilibria by imposing robustness of stability to nonaggregable disturbance to aggregate dynamic at unsorted compositions.
Selection by making the dynamic more sensitive to payoff gains
We expect the transition of aggregate strategy to become more dependent on the strategy composition, as the switching rates become more sensitive to payoff gains from switches. To make a tractable parameterization of payoff sensitivity, consider a tempered BRD with a bounded support of Q : Q(π) increases to Q(π ) untilπ reachesπ < ∞ and then keeps Q(π ) thereafter, i.e., Q (π) > 0 for anyπ ∈ (0,π ) and Q(π) = Q(π ) for anyπ ≥π . That is, as raisingπ, we can gradually get more payoff types to be sensitive in their switching rates to the quantitative degree of payoff gains from switches. Since the payoff sensitivity is the cause of nonaggregability, this parametric increase of payoff sensitivity should strengthen distributional disturbance from the benchmark aggregable dynamic (homogenized BRD) and thus should work to narrow down the set of distributionally stable equilibria. With this parameterization, we can call an aggregate equilibrium the most robust to distributional disturbance, if it remains to be the only distributionally stable equilibrium whenπ increases.
This specification of Q allows to find distributional critical masses just by comparing the payoff difference for the cut-off type θ = P −1 Θ (x) with this upper boundπ .x † is a distributional critical mass to decreasex, if
This condition means that the payoff deficit of the cut-off type is large enough to switch to O at the full rate Q(π ). Similarly,x ‡ is a distributional critical mass to decreasex, if
This comparison does not depend on the specification of the upper and lower bounds of the type space. Furthermore,π parameterizes the selection power of this criterion. Whileπ = 0 keeps any stable aggregate equilibrium under the homogenized smooth BRD to be nonaggregably stable, less of them will remain as the upper boundπ is set higher. Therefore, by raisingπ high enough, we can generically select a unique aggregate equilibrium. 13
Example 5 (Equilibrium selection in Example 1 revisited again). While we adopted a different tempering function Q(π) =π 3 in Example 1 so to easily find an escaping path fromx = 0.25, we could adopt Q as suggested above. From Figure 6 , we can find the greatest payoff deficit of action O is 1/1600 atx = 0.225, which is in the basin of attraction tox = 0.25 under the homogenized BRD. Therefore, bothx = 0 andx = 0.25 are nonaggregably stable ifπ < 1/1600. But, ifπ exceeds 1/1600, then aggregate equilibriumx = 0.25 has no distributional critical mass in (0.2, 0.25) to increasex toward this aggregate equilibrium and thusx = 0.25 is no longer nonaggregably stable. On the other hand,x = 0 is still nonaggregably stable, because it still has distributional critical masses in (0, 0.2) to decreasex towardx = 0 remains to exist. Thus, our selection criterion chooses aggregate equilibriumx = 0 as the most robust equilibrium.
Relation with risk dominance
Consider a linear aggregate game such as F(x) := (1 − c)x − c(1 −x) with c > 0. This can be seen as random matching in a normal-form coordination game. Here −c < 0 is the payoff from I when nobody takes I and 1 − c > 0 is the payoff from I when everybody takes I. Without heterogeneity θ ≡ 0, there are three Nash equilibria:x = 0, 1, a/(a + b). x = 1 is risk dominant, if I is optimal whenx = 1/2, i.e., if c < 1/2; x = 0 is risk dominant, if O is optimal whenx = 1/2, i.e., if c > 1/2. 13 There is an exception. Notice that distributional critical masses for a nonaggregably stable aggregate equilibrium are located in the basin of attraction to this aggregate equilibrium under the homogenized smooth BRD. Then we can search for distributional critical masses from this basin of attraction by checking the payoff deficit of the cut-off type. Thus, when selecting equilibrium, we compare the greatest payoff deficit in the basin of attraction to each aggregate equilibrium under the homogenized smooth BRD. More precisely, for each aggregate equilibrium, we should take the smaller of the greatest deficit in the part of the basin of attraction wherex is smaller than (i.e., located left to) the equilibrium (for a distributional critical mass to increasex toward this equilibrium) and the greatest one in the right part of the basin of attraction (for a distributional critical mass to decreasex). If the greatest payoff deficits in the basins of attraction to several aggregate equilibria happen to be equal, our selection criterion cannot choose a unique equilibrium with a bounded tempering function Q. To introduce heterogeneity, assume that P Θ (0) = 1/2 and P Θ is point-symmetric around θ = 0. Each equilibrium is shifted when heterogeneity is introduced. Then, under tBRD with a bounded support of Q , the most robust aggregate equilibrium is the one shifted from the risk dominant equilibrium in the normal-form coordination game.
Concluding remarks
In a binary-choice game-or more generally in a potential game, a Bayesian equilibrium is asymptotically stable commonly under any admissible dynamics, if and only if an aggregate equilibrium is asymptotically stable in the homogenized BRD where persistent payoff heterogeneity averages to homogeneous transitory payoff shocks. However, nonaggregable dynamics may leave the aggregate equilibrium and converge to another equilibrium, when the initial Bayesian strategy is far from the Bayesian equilibrium and thus it is out of the basin of attraction under the heterogeneous dynamic. We define distributional stability of an aggregate equilibrium by imposing robustness of local stability to distributional disturbance so as to guarantee convergence to the aggregate equilibrium from any nearby aggregate strategy regardless of the underlying Bayesian strategy in a given nonaggregable dynamic. Under aggregagble dynamics, it is equivalent to local stability under the homogenized dynamic; however distributional stability is stronger than local stability under nonaggregable dynamics. We can narrow down a set of stable equilibria from the one under aggregable dynamics to the one under nonaggregate dynamics. This is the basic idea for our equilibrium selection under deterministic heterogeneous dynamics.
In our equilibrium selection by deterministic heterogeneous dynamics, we check the distributional robustness of local stability by starting the dynamic from a completely reversed strategy composition in which the initial choices of agents are selected against their incentives while keeping the aggregate strategy. It may be interpreted as testing the aggregate dynamic by the "worst case" about estimation of the underlying strategy composition behind the given aggregate strategy. From this worst case, we let agents adjust their choices rationally (but myopically) and see whether they will return to the aggregate equilibrium or not.
The idea of testing robustness by starting from an extreme case on possible payoffs and check-ing cascade effects might share the same spirit as equilibrium selection by global game, though the latter essentially assumes equilibrium behavior. It would be a next agenda to rigorously relate distributional stability with global game and to see if heterogeneous dynamics may or may not give evolutionary explanation to equilibrium selection by global games.
What's a rational to consider a reversed composition? We could imagine rare stochastic shuffle of agents' types, happening independently of their choices of actions; it only shuffles individual agents' payoff types while keeping the distribution of payoff types among them. The shuffle of payoff types alone does not alter the aggregate strategy but changes the strategy composition.
Even from a Bayesian equilibrium, there is a positive probability to change it to a reversed composition. If our deterministic dynamic works as the mean dynamic in such a stochastic environment, we can expect the aggregate strategy to be driven out from a distributionally instable equilibrium once such a catastrophic shuffle occurs. On the other hand, if the initial aggregate strategy is in the distributional basin of attraction to a distributionally stable equilibrium, the shuffle cannot take the aggregate strategy away from the equilibrium. We could conjecture that distributional stability may be equivalent to stochastic stability under such shuffles of payoff types, while it adds to the agenda of the next research as well. 
A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 3
We prove part i) of the theorem. First of all, let x be an arbitrary Bayesian strategy with E Θ x =x † . Then, the transition of the aggregate strategy is
Specifically, let x † be the perfectly sorted Bayesian strategy such that x † (θ) = 1(θ ≤ P −1
Θ (x † )). Then, the transition of the aggregate strategy is
Comparison of these two equations implies
The inequality comes from (3). Therefore, we have
Part ii) is proven by a similar comparison between E Θ v F [x] of an arbitrary Bayesian strategy and E Θ v F [x ‡ ] of the sorted Bayesian strategy x ‡ defined in the same way as x † .
A.2 Proof of Theorem 4
Under the tempered BRD in the binary game, the composite dynamic reduces tȯ
and thus the aggregate dynamic reduces tȯx
First, we decompose the aggregate dynamicV intoV =V 0 + ∆V 1 + ∆V 2 + ∆V 3 with
Withx * =: E Θ x * and θ * := F(x * ), we have the linear approximation of Q as
where o is Landau's little-o, i.e., |o(δ)/δ| → 0 as δ → 0. It follows that
Similarly, we obtain
In the first inequality, we use the assumption that Q is increasing and F(x) ≥ θ * . For the second equality, notice that, in both two parts,x * is an aggregate equilibrium and thus θ * = F(x * ).
Proof of part 1. First, since x * is not a Bayesian equilibrium butx * is an aggregate equilibrium, the participant composition X * should satisfy
Choose ε ∈ (0,ε) arbitrarily. Define Bayesian strategy x † as
This Bayesian strategy induces the aggregate participation ratex † such that
Observe that
Therefore, we haveV
It follows that
Similarly, we have
Note that θ * + e > F(x † ). Hence,
Hence, when ε † is sufficiently small,ẋ =V(x † ) is positive.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. For each a ∈ A, the time derivativeẋ a iṡx
A.4 Proof of Theorem 6
Fix time T ∈ [0, ∆] arbitrarily and presume that the aggregate state isx * at time T. For each pair of two actions (i, j) ∈ A 2 , let Ω ij,T be the mass of agents who have been playing action i at time T but has action j as the unique best response to the aggregate statex * :
Assumption 2 implies that P Ω -almost every type has a unique best response and thus
This is the switching rate for agent ω at time T from action i to action j.
and functions q I a,T :
These are agent ω's switching rate to its best response at time T. Notice that {Ω ij,T } (i,j)∈A 2 has no overlap, by definition:
We see q I a,T and q O a,T respectively as random variables over Ω I a,T and Ω O a,T . We can construct their cumulative distribution functions from the composition X T : for each a ∈ A and q ∈R := R ∪ {−∞, +∞},
With T = 0, these are consistent with the definitions ofQ I a,0 ,Q O a,0 in (5). Note that we could replace β −1 with b −1 without changing these measures, thanks to Assumption 2.
Proof of the "if" part in Theorem 6. The stationarity condition (7) implies that the two integrals in (6) are equal and thusẋ a,0 = 0.
In the proof of the "only if" part, we use the following lemma. So the assumption (A.1) means that these two moment generating functions coincide with each other for τ ∈ (− , ). As these two have bounded support [0,b] , this implies their identity B 1 (b) = B 2 (b) for all b ∈ R (Billingsley, 1979, p.253) . B 1 ≡ B 2 means
because β is non-decreasing and strictly increasing inK, it is equivalent to G 1 (k) = G 2 (k), i.e., g 1 (k) = g 2 (k) for all k ∈K.
Proof of the "only if" part in Theorem 6. As long as the aggregate state stays atx * for all moments of time t ∈ [0, ∆], each type θ's payoff vector remains constant F[x * ](θ). This implies that the switching rate of a type-θ agent from action i to j is unchanged from Q ij (F(x * ), θ) for t ∈ [0, ∆].
Hence we can explicitly calculate the path {x t (θ) : t ∈ [0, ∆]} from x 0 (θ). exp −Q aj (F(x * ), θ)τ X a,T (dθ).
With this expression, we can simplify (A.2) as 
A.5 Proof of Theorem 7
Proof. Consider the case in whichQ O I,0 second-order stochastically dominatesQ I I,0 and prove that there exists a solution trajectory of the tBRD withx t <x * for all t > 0. The uniqueness of the solution path guarantees that this is the only solution trajectory and thus it must be the case that x t <x * for all t > 0.
As we argued in the main text, second-order stochastic dominance ofQ O I,0 overQ I I,0 first implieṡx 0 < 0 and thus guarantees thatx t <x 0 =x * for small enough t > 0.
Consider an agent with type θ ≥ F 0 (x * ), whose best response is O at time 0. Under positive externality, notice that F 0 (x t ) is smaller than F 0 (x * ) as long asx t <x * . Thus this agent should keep action O as the best response at time t. If such an agent has not switched to action O yet at such time t, the payoff deficit isF[x t ](θ) = θ − F 0 (x t ). Positive externality also implies that this payoff deficit at time t cannot be smaller than that at time 0,F[x * ](θ) = θ − F 0 (x * ). As Q IO is assumed to be non-decreasing in the payoff deficit, this implies that the agent's switching rate is at least Q IO (F(x * ), θ). Therefore, transition of the Bayesian strategy for any type θ > F 0 (x * ) followṡ
On the other hand, positive externality andx t <x * implies that, if an agent has action I as the best response at time t, so does it at time 0; the agent's type must be θ ≤ F 0 (x t ) < F 0 (x * ). If the agent has not yet taken I at time t, the payoff deficit isF[x t ](θ) = F 0 (x t ) − θ. This cannot be greater thanF[x * ](θ) = F 0 (x * ) − θ. By non-decreasingness of Q OI , this implies that the agent's switching rate is at greatest Q OI (F(x * ), θ). Let x O,t = 1 − x t . Then, the transition of the Bayesian strategy for any type θ < F 0 (x * ) satisfies 15
x O,t (θ) ≥ exp −Q OI (F(x * ), θ) t x O,0 (θ).
i.e. x t (θ) ≤ 1 − exp −Q OI (F(x * ), θ) t x O,0 (θ).
It follows that 16x For the equality, we used the assumption thatx * is an aggregate equilibrium with Assumption 2, i.e., P Θ (F 0 (x * )) =x * . Function −e −qt is strictly increasing and strictly concave. Thus the second-order stochastic dominance ofQ O I,0 overQ I I,0 implies that the latter integral in the above equation is greater than the former integral. Therefore, we havē x t <x * .
The claim for the case in whichQ O I,0 is stochastically dominated byQ I I,0 can be proved similarly.
A.6 Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. It is verified in the proof of Theorem 7 thatx t ≥x t . Thus, (9) impliesx t surely goes below the distributional critical massx † . Once the aggregate strategy hitsx † , it further decreases and cannot return abovex † however the strategy composition changes.
